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Senate Resolution 712

By:  Senators Brush of the 24th and Cheeks of the 23rd 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Columbia County´s Evans High School on its designation as a 2004 School1

of Excellence in Student Achievement; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, from north, south, east, and west – 26 Georgia schools from all corners of the3

state were announced as 2004 Georgia Schools of Excellence in Student Achievement; and4

WHEREAS, Evans High School has been selected as a 2004 Georgia School of Excellence5

in Student Achievement by the Department of Education; and6

WHEREAS, Evans High School is widely recognized throughout the State of Georgia as one7

of the premier high schools in the state; and8

WHEREAS, though Georgia  has many wonderful schools, Columbia County´s Evans High9

School represents the cream of the crop, having been selected based on its students´ standing10

among the top 10 percent in reading/language arts and math; and11

WHEREAS, Evans High School is a superlative learning institution, having maintained a12

proud tradition of excellence in education through the outstanding efforts of the dedicated13

and hard working administration, faculty, and staff and the bright, focused, and determined14

young students; and15

WHEREAS, by its example, Evans High School has set a standard of achievement and a16

model of excellence and success for other schools to emulate.17

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE SENATE that the members of this body18

recognize Columbia County´s Evans High School on its selection as a 2004 Georgia School19

of Excellence in Student Achievement and commend its outstanding dedication and20

commitment to excellence in education.21
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Secretary of the Senate is authorized and directed1

to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Mr. Tom Price, superintendent of the2

Columbia County School System, and to Mr. Don Brigdon, principal of Evans High School.3


